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The first thing we did was take a 
train to madrid



  

In the train



  

We arrived to madrid and we went to  
the airport to take a fly with RYANAIR



  



Thursday 23rd

Guinnes, prison and mall day.



Guinnes Storehouse

We have been visiting the Guinnes Storehouse in 
wich we have seen how do they make a beer and 
what ingredients, even we have seen how many 
bubbles do a beer have.





Prison

Before the Guinnes Storehouse we went to a very old 
prison and we did a visit in wich the guide explained 
us how the prison was many years ago.





Mall

At the end we went to a mall and we saw a lot of 
shops and we had dinner.



  

Friday, 24th of november

Early in the morning, we took the bus and we 
went to the Phoenix park.

● There we walked during thirty minutes 
approximately. During this walking, we saw a 
small river with gooses, ducks, etc.... we also 
saw the house of the Prime minister and the 
American embassy.



  



  

• After the walking time we went to the St. Patrick
´s cathedral. There we learned things about the 

history of the cathedral, the things that happened 
there and something about Jonathathhh Swift, 

who was the writer of The Trips Of Gulliver.

Then, we took a look to the Dublin Castle and It ́s 
gardens.

In the afternoon we visited the science museum, 
wich was very interesting, and a park that was 
dedicated to an important Irish writer, who was 

Oscar Wilde.



  



  



  

• After all of this we had a shopping time in a 
street that was full of shopping centers and other 

shops.

Finally we had dinner in a pub that served a very 
good food. And after dinner we went back to the 
hostel and we packed our luggage, because it 

was our last day in Dublin.



  



  



  

Saturday, 25th of november, `` 
Last day  ́ ́

• We woke up an we had breakfast at the hostel. 
Then we took our luggage and we kept it in a small 

room in the hostel.

After that, we went to the national museum. There 
we learned things about celtic jellewery and 

ornament objects. we also saw things about the life 
of the celtic people and the life of the vikings when 

they invaded Ireland.

Then, we had a few minutes of shopping time in 
another street. And finally we went back to the 

hostel to took the luggage and then to the airport.



  

We left Dublin in another plane with RYANAIR to 
came back to madrid and in Madrid we had dinner 

at the burguer king and then we took a bus to 
Leon
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